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Plasmonic nanoparticles have emerged as unique nanoheaters that selectively heat the local environment 
of the particles.  This local heating finds various applications - from photothermal cancer therapy and 
photothermal imaging to photothermally-enhanced catalytic activity and photothermal thermoelectric 
devices.  This review deals with the interactions of lasers with plasmonic nanoparticles - from 
fundamental aspects of plasmonic heating to practical applications such as drug delivery, phase 
separation of thermoresponsive polymers, hydrothermal reactions, and glass nanoprocessing, to name a 
few.  Plasmonic heating helps to reveal fundamental physics such as phase transition and phase 
separation at the nanoscale.  Besides, plasmonic heating is valuable for microscale fabrication and 
manipulation.  Further, plasmonics incorporating photothermal effects can be a powerful technique for 
temperature sensing. 










































































説明する．領域I（t < 0.1 s）では，バブルの成長は水の過
熱・蒸発に支配される．従って，空気飽和水と脱気水と
























∂T r, t( )
∂t
= ∇⋅ k∇T r, t( )( )+Q t( )  （1）











 T r( ) = T ∞( )+ CabsI4πkr r ≥ a( )  （2）
ここで，Cabs: 金ナノ粒子の吸収断面積，I: レーザー強度
（ピーク強度），T（∞）: バルク温度，a: 粒子半径である．
また，金粒子内部の温度は金の熱伝導率（314 W m‒1 K‒1）
が大きいため，粒子全体で一定と考える．従って，一次
元熱伝導が成り立つ場合は，Cabsおよび I が与えられれ
ば，任意のr （r ≥ a）に対して温度が決定できる．この式









Fig. 1 Radial temperature distribution.
Fig. 1 Radial temperature distribution.
Fig. 2 Au NP heating-induced bubble generation.
(a) (b)






































































Fig. 4  Bubble-assisted Marangoni convection that can ac-
cumulate microparticles and molecules.Fig. 4 Bubble-assisted Marangoni convection that canaccumulate microparticles and molecules. Fig. 5 Drug delivery systems based on PNH.
Fig. 5 Drug delivery systems based on PNH.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 3  Bubble dynamics for air-equilibrated and degassed 
water.





























































PNIPAMも 親 水 性 に 戻 りLSPRバ ン ド は 元 に 戻 る


















Fig. 6  Light scattering spectral red shift upon laser illu-







Fig. 6 Light scattering spectral red shift upon laser
illumination (inset: droplet formation at a much high
intensity).
Fig. 7  (a) Gold nanorings fabricated on a glass substrate, 
(b) SEM images of In(OH)3 microcrystals formed 
upon laser heating.
b
Fig. 7 (a) Gold nanorings fabricated on a glass substrate, (b)






2018年6月11～13日，LyonにおいてCECAM workshop: Hot 
Colloids （https://www.cecam.org/workshop-1564.html）が開
かれ，また，6月24～29日，Toulon近くのPorquerolles島で
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Fig. 8  (a) Concept of plasmonic-heating-induced glass 
structuring, (b) i: before irradiation, ii: 10 s, iii: 
30 s, iv: 30 min (3.3 mW μm‒2), v: 3.3 mW μm‒2, 


















Fig. 8 (a) Concept of plasmonic-heating-induced glass
structuring, (b) i: before irradiation, ii: 10 s, iii: 30 s, iv: 30
min (3.3 mW m2), v: 3.3 mW m2, vi: 1.7 mW m2
(scale bars: 100 nm).
(a) (b)
